Abstract-One of the key challenges facing wireless sensor networks (WSNs) is extending network lifetime due to sensor nodes having limited power supplies. Extending WSN lifetime is complicated because nodes often experience differential power consumption. For example, nodes closer to the sink in a given routing topology transmit more data and thus consume power more rapidly than nodes farther from the sink. Inspired by the huddling behavior of emperor penguins where the penguins take turns on the cold extremities of a penguin "huddle", we propose mobile node rotation, a new method for using low-cost mobile sensor nodes to address differential power consumption and extend WSN lifetime. Specifically, we propose to rotate the nodes through the high power consumption locations. We propose efficient algorithms for single and multiple rounds of rotations. Our extensive simulations show that mobile node rotation can extend WSN topology lifetime by more than eight times on average which is significantly better than existing alternatives.
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INTRODUCTION
I N the past decade, wireless sensor networks (WSNs) have been deployed in a wide range of applications such as habitat monitoring [1] , environment monitoring [2] , [3] , and surveillance systems [4] . Many of these applications need to gather and transmit a large amount of data to a sink for analysis. Moreover, these networks must remain operational for a long period of time on limited power supplies (such as batteries). They are often deployed in remote or inaccessible environments, making it extremely difficult for any manual maintenance like battery replacement. As a result, one of the main challenges faced by data intensive WSNs is managing the power consumption of nodes to maximize the network lifetime.
Recently, the controlled mobility of sensors has been exploited to improve the energy efficiency of WSNs. For instance, by relocating mobile sensors, the communication topology of a network can be dynamically configured to reduce power consumption. Moreover, mobile sensors can physically carry large chunks of data to reduce energy consumption in wireless transmissions [5] . Such approaches become increasingly attractive due to the emergence of numerous low-cost mobile sensor prototypes such as Robomote [6] , Khepera [7] , and FIRA [8] .
However, many applications have requirements which make existing controlled mobility approaches infeasible. We identify three key requirements.
1) The location of the nodes and the communication topology are not mutable because of coverage requirements. For example, in an environment monitoring application, the exact placement of sensor nodes may not be adjusted without compromising the monitoring coverage. 2) Nodes face differential power consumption where some nodes consume significantly more power than other nodes. For example, nodes closer to the sink in a given routing topology often have to transmit more data and thus consume more power than nodes farther from the sink in the given topology. 3) All nodes have similar, typically limited, sensing/ communication/mobility capabilities. This rules out approaches that require a few nodes with extra capabilities and the ability to perform complex motion planning. Although individual requirements such as differential powerconsumption may be satisfied using existing controlled mobility approaches such as data mules [9] , [10] , [11] or mobile sinks [5] , [12] , [13] , [14] , [15] , no existing controlled mobility approach can be used when all three requirements must be satisfied.
To simultaneously address the three requirements, we propose a new approach that we call mobile node rotation which is inspired by the huddling and rotation behavior of emperor penguins that help them breed in the fierce arctic winter. Penguins on the outside of the huddle face temperatures as low as À45 C and strong winds while those on the inside of the huddle enjoy warm ambient temperatures as high as 37 C and significant wind protection. Emperor penguins rotate positions to share the burden of being on the outside [16] . In mobile node rotation, we propose to rotate the physical positions of mobile sensors to share the burden of any high power consumption location. Our node rotation approach leverages the low duty cycles of WSNs to minimize the interruptions to the network. In many WSN applications, nodes sleep (i.e., switch off wireless interfaces) for as much as 87 percent of the time [17] . We perform rotations during scheduled node sleep times.
We illustrate the main idea behind node rotation using the network shown in Fig. 1 . The three nodes initially at locations s 1 , s 2 , and s 3 consume a lot more energy than the nodes at other locations; the nodes at s 1 and s 2 consume lots of energy because they have lots of descendants whose data must be transmitted towards the sink and the node at s 3 consumes lots of energy because it is far from its parent node at s 1 . Using mobile node rotation, multiple nodes rotate through high energy consumption locations. For example, the node at s 1 rotates with the node at s 8 , the node at s 2 rotates with the node at s 7 , and the node at s 3 rotates with the node at s 5 . As a result, the amount of energy required at a high consumption location is shared by two nodes instead of only one and the lifetime of the network is significantly increased.
We observe that mobile node rotation does not require powerful nodes capable of performing complex motion planning calculations or developing mobility-aware routing topologies since all movements are to known positions and the topology does not change except during the transient periods of node rotation. Likewise, we can model mobile sensor platforms with limited mobility by imposing mobility constraints of real mobile sensor platforms. For example, we can model NIMS sensors [18] that are only capable of moving along fixed cables by restricting such sensors to rotate with other sensors on the same set of cables.
The main challenges faced in the design of an effective node rotation schedule include deciding when to move nodes, which nodes should move, and where each node should move to. We want to minimize the number of interruptions to the network operation; however, regular interruptions are needed or else nodes at high consumption positions will quickly run out of energy. Ideally we would like to synchronize node rotations, but rotating each node individually may lead to better overall performance. We consider a variety of approaches including focusing on nodes at high consumption rate positions and focusing on nodes that experience specific energy level drops.
We make the following contributions in this paper. (1) We propose a new controlled mobility approach to extending wireless sensor network lifetime, mobile node rotation. (2) We present a new problem, Max-lifetime Node Rotation (MaxLife), that models maximizing the lifetime of a WSN using rounds of mobile node rotation. MaxLife can incorporate any energy consumption model for both wireless communication and node movement. (3) We efficiently solve the one round MaxLife problem by reducing it to the assignment problem. (4) We propose a number of algorithms for the general multiple round MaxLife problem. We also propose efficient distributed implementations that do not require significant synchronization or overhead. (5) We prove upper bounds on the lifetime improvement ratio (LIR) of mobile node rotation approaches. (6) Our simulations based on energy models obtained from existing mobile sensor platforms show that mobile node rotation can significantly increase the network lifetime. With just one rotation round, the network lifetime almost doubles. With multiple rounds, it increases by factors exceeding eight.
RELATED WORK
Several approaches have been proposed for extending the lifetime of a network. In general, they can be classified into four main groups: duty cycling, data reduction, topology control and controlled mobility.
In duty cycling approaches [19] , [20] , [21] , nodes alternate turning their power on andoff and save their energy when they are turned off. In data reduction approaches [22] , [23] , [24] , nodes reduce the amount of data that they generate and/or transmit and consequently reduce the energy consumed by the radio component. In topology control approaches, the main idea is to reduce the energy consumption by reducing the initial topology of the network. In [25] , [26] , [27] , the authors reduce the transmission power to the minimum levels needed while keeping connectivity. In [28] , [29] , [30] , cluster based topologies are proposed. In contrast with our approach where nodes perform a physical rotation, cluster based approaches perform role rotation where nodes switch between cluster head and cluster member.
The last scheme for extending the lifetime is through controlledmobility. These approaches include mobile base stations, data mules,and mobile relays. In mobile station approaches, a powerful mobilebase station node moves around the WSN and collects data from othernodes through one or multiple hops transmissions [5] , [12] , [13] , [14] , [15] . The goal is to mitigate differential power consumption by rotating the set of nodes that are close to the base station. These approaches usually incur high latency because of the low speed of the mobile stations. In data mule approaches [9] , [10] , [11] , one or multiple mobile nodes, called mules, visit all the nodes in the network to collect the data and then physically carry the data to the sink. Similar to base station approaches, these approaches incur high latencies since nodes have to wait for a mule to pass by to transmit the data. In mobile relay approaches [31] , [32] , [33] , [34] , the mobile nodes in the network relocate to different positions to reduce the communication distances between nodes.
Our approach shows several advantages over existing approaches. First, our simulations in Section 8 show that our approach significantly outperforms previous approaches in increasing network lifetime. Second, it can be applied in conjunction with duty cycling approaches to take advantage of the down time of nodes without significant additional interruption to the network. Third, compared to clustering approaches, our approach introduces significantly fewer Fig. 1 . The nodes at bottleneck locations s 1 , s 2 and s 3 can rotate with nodes at locations s 8 , s 7 and s 5 , respectively after a period of time to balance the energy consumption between high consumption locations and low consumption locations.
changes to the network. That is, the number of node rotations is significantly smaller than the number of cluster rotations, each of which requires new route computations. Admittedly, it may take longer to perform a node rotation than to compute a cluster rotation, but if this can be performed in node down time, then our approach introduces fewer disruptions with no penalty. Finally, none of the mobile relay approaches can be applied in settings where the exact positions of the WSN nodes must not change.
PROBLEM DEFINITION
Network, Energy, and Duty Cycle Models
We consider WSNs consisting of many wireless mobile sensor nodes and a single static sink. We mainly examine applications in which the three requirements (immutable positions, differential power consumption and limited node capability) apply. The sensor nodes gather data from their surroundings and transmit the data through one or multiple hops to the sink forming a directed routing tree. We divide time into intervals. In each interval, we assume each sensor node gathers a fixed amount of data and that each node transmits the data it gathered as well as the data it received from its children to its parent along the routing tree. We assume that data gathered from different nodes cannot be combined to reduce the transmission load of nodes in the routing tree; however, our approach can be easily adjusted to handle cases where data is combined as long as we can compute the resulting transmission load. Our goal is to maximize the lifetime of the WSN, i.e., the number of time intervals until the first node dies. We use this definition of lifetime due to the immutable position requirement that nodes are needed in every location or else the system is compromised.
Our approach does not depend on any particular energy consumption models. Since the topology of the network is fixed, the data flow is known at each location and hence the energy consumption due to communication can be computed for every position. Similarly, the energy consumption due to mobility can be computed based on the distance between every pair of locations. Regardless of the model used, once these consumption rates are computed, they are used as input parameters to our algorithms. Note that if mobility energy consumption is very high relative to transmission energy consumption, the optimal solution may require no node rotation.
Mobile base station and data mule approaches mitigate differential power consumption by having powerful mobile nodes move around the WSN. We propose a new solution, mobile node rotation, that uses multiple low-cost mobile nodes which rotate or swap positions and roles allowing nodes to share the burden of high consumption locations and the benefits of low consumption locations.
Our approach takes advantage of the fact that many wireless sensor networks have a low duty cycle due to the limited energy availability. Despite the low duty cycle, several power-efficient MAC protocols have been proposed to maintain satisfactory communication performance. In [17] , nodes sleep for 87 percent of the time and still increase the network throughput. In [35] , nodes sleep between 60 and 70 percent of the time without compromising the throughput. Our approach builds on these duty cycle scheduling approaches: node rotation is performed when nodes are in a sleep mode so the network operation is not interrupted. We show in Section 8 that node rotation requires a relatively short time and can be achieved without additional interruption to the system even for duty cycles as high as 90 percent.
Formal Definition
We define two variants of the problem which differ in the restrictions imposed on node movement. We first consider a special case, One-Round Max-Lifetime (1-MaxLife), where nodes are allowed to rotate their positions once and all relocations occur at the same time. The reason behind this restriction is to reduce the overhead of the rotation and the duration during which the network's activity may be interrupted. Then we consider the more general variant, Multiple-Rounds Max-Lifetime (m-MaxLife), which extends the 1-MaxLife problem by allowing nodes to rotate multiple times in synchronized rounds. This variant increases the number of times the network is interrupted but also increases the total lifetime as each round of rotation extends the lifetime of the network.
We formally define the problems as follows. We note that both problems accept the same input instance but differ in the output schedule.
Input Instance: Output Instance: A permutation p of the positions of nodes in S, and two durations r 1 and r 2 such that nodes transmit data from their original positions for r 1 time intervals, relocate to their new position according to p, then generate and transmit data for r 2 time intervals such that the total duration r 1 þ r 2 is maximized and no node's energy goes to 0 before r 1 þ r 2 .
Definition 2. Unlimited Rounds Max-Lifetime Node Rotation (m-MaxLife).
Output Instance: A sequence P ¼ fðr j ; p j Þ; j ¼ 1; . . . ; zg of round length and permutation pairs such that nodes operate from their existing positions for a duration r j , then relocate to their new positions according to the permutation p j for 1 j z such that no node's energy goes to zero before P z j¼1 r j and the total active duration P z j¼1 r j is maximized. Rotating the nodes over different positions in the network to mitigate differential power consumption plays a significant role in maximizing the network lifetime. However, finding a practical and efficient rotation schedule has a number of challenges. Moving can be difficult to perform in rough terrains and is sometimes unreliable. Therefore, it is desirable to limit movement to relatively close positions so the network activity is not obstructed. Moreover, there are three main decisions nodes need to make: whether to move or not, which position to move to and how long to stay at each position if they decided to move. In the following sections, we propose a number of algorithms for node rotations based on several criteria such as increase in lifetime, reduction in energy consumption rate and battery level.
ONE ROUND MAX-LIFETIME NODE ROTATION ALGORITHM
In this section, we first present our centralized node rotation algorithm RotateOnce to the 1-MaxLife problem. All of our algorithms including RotateOnce begin by having nodes compute the load l j at each position p j in P which is the total energy consumed in transmitting all the data gathered in one time interval from the subtree rooted at p j to its parent. More formally, l j ¼ t jq P i2T ðp j Þ i where T ðp j Þ is the subtree rooted at p j and p q is the position of the parent of p j in the tree.
RotateOnce transforms the input instance into an instance of the assignment problem [36] , a combinatorial optimization problem in which we are given n people and n tasks and an efficiency/cost c ij for each person performing each task. The goal is to assign each task to a person in order to optimize some utility measure such as maximizing the bottleneck efficiency or minimizing the total cost of all tasks.
We first assume we know the optimal length of the first time interval r 1 for which nodes remain at their initial positions. To compute the optimal matching M of sensor nodes to positions, we transform the instance I into an instance of the maximum bottleneck assignment problem I 0 for the given r 1 as follows. Each mobile node s i corresponds to a person and each location p j corresponds to a task. The efficiency c ij of person s i performing task p j corresponds to the total lifetime of s i after transmitting for a period r 1 from its original position p i , then moving to p j where it transmits until its energy is depleted; that is,
. The optimal solution for the maximum bottleneck assignment instance I 0 corresponds to an optimal matching M for the given r 1 . We now need to compute the best duration r 1 . We observe that as r 1 increases, r 2 decreases since there is less energy for the second round. So we can express r 2 as a function L 2 ðr 1 Þ that decreases as r 1 increases. We then define the total network lifetime as a function
We use golden ratio search to find the best r 1 . When Lðr 1 Þ is unimodal, golden ratio search yields an optimal r 1 that maximizes Lðr 1 Þ. To start the golden ratio search, we first compute LðIÞ ¼ min n j¼1 e j =l j which is an upper bound on r 1 . Our algorithm RotateOnce runs in Oðlog LðIÞn 2:5 Þ time because golden ratio search has Oðlog LðIÞÞ time complexity and each assignment problem has Oðn 2:5 Þ time complexity. Algorithm RotateOnce computes the rotation configuration using only consumption rates; it ignores the routing topology except when calculating the load for each node. It is not clear if regularities in network topologies such as grids can simplify the computation of node rotations because the most important factor is the traffic loads imposed on each node by the routing topology. Moreover, even when the network contains some regularities in traffic loads, after the first round of rotations, these regularities disappear since nodes with similar consumption rates may now have different energy levels. It is an interesting open question if there are any combinations of routing topologies and network topologies that yield simple optimal node rotation patterns, particularly when we consider multiple rounds of rotation.
MULTIPLE ROUNDS MAX-LIFETIME PROBLEM
We present several centralized algorithms for the m-MaxLife problem. We first present BL, an extended version of RotateOnce that runs in multiple rounds. We use BL for comparison purposes only, as it has a large overhead and results in unnecessary movements. Then we present Swap-Rate, a more efficient algorithm that maximizes the network lifetime while reducing the number of rounds. Then we present Swap-Level, an algorithm with the sole objective of maximizing the network lifetime. This algorithm trades uninterrupted operation for a longer lifetime. Finally, we propose the algorithm Swap-LevelMerge, which blends Swap-Rate and Swap-Level to provide a balance between the number of rounds and the lifetime improvement ratio.
Repeated Optimal Matchings Baseline (BL)
We propose an extension of RotateOnce, Baseline, to solve the the m-MaxLife problem. It runs in multiple rounds such that in each round, nodes are matched to positions using an optimal matching for that round. First, a node is selected and acts a controller. The controller gains full knowledge of the network by collecting energy and location information from all the other nodes. Our approach then proceeds in rounds. The duration of each round is fixed to a given duration r. The controller then computes matchings of nodes to positions for rounds 2 and on using a fixed duration r as each round length until the first node dies. We note that the controller has enough information to estimate each node's available energy for each future round. The controller then broadcasts the number of rounds and all the matchings to the other nodes. Finally, the nodes carry out the rounds synchronizing as needed to initiate each rotation. We present BL solely for benchmarking purposes.
Observations for Improved Algorithms
One of the key flaws of BL is that it generates too many unnecessary node movements. Specifically, in each round, many high energy nodes needlessly swap positions. We present several improved algorithms, all of which use different strategies for eliminating unnecessary movements.
One technique used by all of our improved algorithms is to only perform swaps of two nodes. This allows us to develop practical distributed implementations of all of our algorithms.
A second technique used by all of our improved algorithms is to only perform a swap of two nodes s i and s j if the swap improves the minimum lifetime of the two nodes by a sufficient amount. More formally, suppose we are considering a swap of nodes s i and s j at time t. Let L 1 ðs i ; s j ; tÞ be the minimum lifetime of s i and s j if neither node moves after time t, and let L 2 ðs i ; s j ; tÞ be the minimum lifetime of s i and s j if they swap positions at time t and then never move again. We define a swap of nodes s i and s j at time t to be acceptable if and only if L 2 ðs i ; s j ; tÞ=L 1 ðs i ; s j ; tÞ ! f for a given threshold f.
We now present our improved algorithms. We first give ideal but impractical centralized algorithms. In the next section, we give more practical distributed implementations of each of these algorithms.
Consumption Rate Algorithm (Swap-Rate)
Our first algorithm, Swap-Rate, only swaps nodes that are located at high consumption rate positions. Other nodes only participate in swaps if they can help critical nodes located in high consumption positions. The main idea is illustrated in Fig. 2 .
More formally, the algorithm works as follows. As in BL, a node is selected to be the controller. The controller collects energy and location information from all the other nodes once and computes an initial list of critical nodes L cr such that s i 2 L cr if i > l cr where l cr is a given critical consumption rate threshold. Then, it proceeds in rounds of fixed length r. At the end of each round, the controller computes a swap partner for each node in L cr as follows. The nodes in L cr are considered in descending order of their current consumption rate. For the current critical node c, the controller considers all available non-critical nodes s such that a swap of c and s is acceptable. Of these acceptable swap partners, the controller selects the one that maximizes the resulting minimum lifetime of nodes s and c. Node s is then marked as unavailable for later critical nodes. After all the swaps are performed, a new round starts and the process is repeated until the first node dies.
Energy Level Algorithm (Swap-Level)
Our second algorithm Swap-Level requires less computation from the controller and also less synchronization among nodes as nodes relocate independently of other nodes. Unlike Swap-Rate, the main criteria for a swap is the energy level of a node. A swap is triggered by a node when that node's energy level goes below a certain threshold. The controller starts by collecting energy and location information from all nodes. For each node s i , the controller computes s i 's swap time t; that is, when s i 's energy level drops by a given factor r. When s i reaches its swap time, the controller finds an acceptable candidate s j to swap with s i that maximizes L 2 ðs i ; s j ; tÞ, the expected lifetime of s i and s j assuming no more swaps. Nodes s i and s j then swap with only node s i resetting its critical energy threshold. If no acceptable swap partner s j is available, then s i resets its critical energy threshold and continues to operate at its current position. When a node's energy level falls below a given threshold e low , that node remains at its current position for the rest of its lifetime. Similar to Swap-Rate, when two nodes swap positions, other nodes sleep until the swap is complete. We give an example algorithm execution in Fig. 3 .
In this solution, the criterion triggering a swap is a node's energy level. Since most nodes in the network will eventually lose enough energy to trigger a swap, almost all nodes will attempt to initiate a swap during the network lifetime. Of course, some nodes will do this more frequently and some nodes may attempt to swap but are unable to find suitable swap candidates. In contrast, the algorithm SwapRate performs swaps solely based on the consumption rate at node locations; that is, a constant set of locations triggers swaps throughout the lifetime of the network. In summary, Swap-Level generates swaps at more positions and thus produces a more thorough rotation of nodes during the network lifetime.
Merged Swaps Algorithm (Swap-LevelMerge)
In our Swap-Level solution, some traffic patterns include a sequence of node rotations within a short period of time which may cause forced sleep modes, especially if the duty cycle of the network is high. To mitigate this potential issue, we propose a loosely synchronized variant, Swap-LevelMerge, that merges close in time node rotations together. This algorithm provides a balanced Fig. 2. Initially, nodes a, b and c are at high consumption positions (2a) . After running for a period r, they each find a suitable descendant and swap positions with it (2b). The selected descendants e, j and k are now at the high consumption positions. After the second round, these nodes find suitable descendants to swap with; in this example, nodes i, q and m are selected (2c). Fig. 3 . In this example, node a is the first node whose energy level drops by the factor r. This triggers a swap with descendant e (3b). Next, node b's energy drops by the factor r, and it swaps with descendant j (3c). The next node whose energy level drops by the factor r is g, and it swaps with i (3d). Unlike algorithm Swap-Rate, any node whose energy level drops by factor r gets the chance to swap with a descendant.
solution between algorithms Swap-Rate and Swap-Level. Specifically, when the controller computes the swap times of nodes in the network, it merges them as follows. Let node s 1 have the first swap time t 1 . Any nodes that have swap times within a period u of t 1 have their swap times moved to t 1 . The controller attempts to find acceptable swap candidates for each of these nodes. When t 1 is reached, nodes with acceptable swap partners perform their swaps while all the other nodes sleep. Nodes that tried to swap but could not find an acceptable swap partner reset their critical energy thresholds and sleep until the swapping nodes complete their swaps. This process continues until the first node's death or a node's energy level falls below e low at which point it no longer triggers swaps.
PRACTICAL IMPLEMENTATIONS
In many cases, a centralized solution with a single controller performing so much work may not be practical; also, unexpected power consumption may invalidate the calculations performed. We propose the following distributed multiple rotation round algorithms, which are based on Swap-Rate, Swap-Level and Swap-LevelMerge but require only local information. We refer to these distributed implementations by adding the suffice -d to the centralized algorithm name, i.e., Swap-Rate-d, Swap-Level-d and Swap-LevelMerge-d. We also propose an uninterrupted mode of operation in which nodes that are not switching locations continue their normal operation.
Distributed Swap-Rate (Swap-Rate-d)
As with Swap-Rate, all rounds will have duration r. In each round, each node s executes the following algorithm. It computes its energy consumption rate based on the amount of data that it needs to transmit and the distance separating it from its parent in the tree. If s has a consumption rate greater than the threshold l cr , it picks one of its descendants to switch with to improve its own lifetime. Node s only considers descendants that (1) have not yet committed to switch with another node and (2) are at most h hops away for a given hop distance parameter h. Each of these candidates c sends its local information (its position, its consumption rate and current energy level) to s. Node s eliminates any candidates that are not acceptable swap partners. Of the remaining candidates, node s chooses the candidate c Ã that yields the largest increase in expected lifetime of s and c assuming no more swaps are performed. At this point, c Ã commits to s and is not available to help other ancestors when probed. If there are no acceptable candidates, s will not swap in this round. All selected nodes then move to their new positions. All the nodes then run for duration r and start a new round in a similar manner. We show the algorithm executed by each node in This distributed implementation only requires loose synchronization among nodes. Each node needs to know its consumption rate, its parent in the routing tree and the threshold l cr . Initially, each node sends its consumption rate to its parent, which then relays it along with its own consumption rate to its parent. When the root node receives the set of consumption rates in the network, it computes the critical energy level l cr and broadcasts it to the rest of the nodes. We compute the l cr as the weighted average of the lowest and the highest energy consumption rate in the network. In subsequent rounds, critical nodes send messages to their descendants and parent only at the beginning of each round, stating that a new round is about to start. The overhead of this synchronization is much smaller than regular time sync schemes where nodes have to ping each other all the time to keep their clocks in sync. This algorithm results in a small number of rounds since the swap is triggered for all critical nodes at the same time.
Distributed Swap-Level and Swap-LevelMerge Algorithms
The distributed implementation of Swap-Level-d does not require any synchronization between nodes. The main idea is that each node computes its own energy drop level. When a node s i reaches that energy level, it probes its descendants that are at most h hops away to find candidates that can perform acceptable swaps and swaps with the candidate c that maximizes the expected lifetime. Node s i then sets its next critical energy level to e i ð1 À rÞ and runs from its new position until it reaches this critical level. We note that immediately after the swap, node c's energy may go below its critical level. In this case, it immediately starts a swap process of it own from its new position. This process is repeated until energy levels drops below e low or the first node in the network dies. In Swap-LevelMerge-d, nodes perform the same algorithm as in Swap-Level-d with one additional step. When a node is ready to switch, it broadcasts this information to the rest of the network so that other nodes that will need to swap soon can start the swapping process early. Swap-Level results in better lifetimes than Swap-Rate. Thus, in most applications, Swap-Level is preferred. However, Swap-Level generates more asynchronous swaps than Swap-Rate rounds. If the duty cycle is too high such that the relatively large number of asynchronous swaps cannot be performed during node sleep times, Swap-Rate may be a better choice.
Uninterrupted Operation
In general, performing node rotations is not expected to have any effect on the network operation as it takes place during the sleep time of the nodes. However, this may not be possible for some applications. For example, there may be networks where the duty cycle is too high so that node rotations cannot all be performed during node sleep times. We now discuss an uninterrupted implementation of our algorithms to accommodate this scenario. We first observe that Swap-Rate-d requires no modification since all nodes rotate at the same time. For Swap-Level-d and Swap-LevelMerge-d, if one part of the network is interrupted due to one or more swaps, the rest of the network, mainly where paths from the nodes to the sink remain connected, does not need to interrupt its activity and hence continues its normal operation.
In this solution, when a node s i is swapping with a node s j , only nodes s i , s j and their immediate children are affected by the swap; the rest of the nodes in the network continue their normal operation of sensing and generating data, receiving data from their children and relaying the data to their parent without interruption. The operation of immediate children of s i and s j is partially interrupted. They keep on generating and receiving data from their children. However, instead of immediately transmitting this data, they hold on to it until the new parent arrives and is ready to receive the data. This may create the possibility of buffer overflow if the child node suspending its transmission has a high data generation rate. In this case, we use existing congestion control techniques [37] to prevent or mitigate loss of data.
UPPER BOUNDS ON LIFETIME IMPROVEMENT RATIO
Our algorithms are primarily based on finding suitable pairs of nodes and having each pair of nodes swap positions. In this section, we first give conditions for which a swap is both feasible and beneficial. We then prove some upper bounds on the lifetime improvement ratio. We present the proofs for all the theorems in the appendix, available online. ; otherwise:
We note that if the two consumption rates are the same, it is never beneficial to swap.
We now derive some upper bounds on lifetime improvement ratios for any node rotation algorithms. We first consider the 1-MaxLife problem. We then consider the general MaxLife problem. We use the following notation in our analysis. For any node rotation algorithm A and input instance I, let LðA; IÞ denote the lifetime achieved using algorithm A on I, LðIÞ the lifetime without node rotation, and R A ðIÞ ¼ min I LðA; IÞ=LðIÞ the lifetime improvement ratio of A on I. Finally, let EV ðIÞ ¼ max This leads to two corollaries, one for the special case where all nodes have the same initial energy and one for multiple round rotation algorithms. We note that although our one round solution RotateOnce is optimal for 1-MaxLife only when Lðr 1 Þ is unimodular, our simulations (Section 8) show that RotateOnce's LIR is usually very close to the upper bound of 2 for input instances I with EV ðIÞ ¼ 1. Moreover, for input instances I where EV ðIÞ > 1, RotateOnce's LIR is often better than 2.
We now derive upper bounds on the R A ðIÞ for inputs I corresponding to balanced trees of degree d þ 1 using a multiple rotation round algorithm.
Theorem 3. For any node rotation algorithm A and any input I
where T represents a balanced tree of degree d þ 1 and t ij ¼ t for all non-zero t ij , h is the lowest level of the tree where the root is at level 0, and for 1 i n, e i ¼ e and i ¼ 1, then Table 1 displays some of the upper bounds for different values of d and h. The L starts at a factor of 1.8 for a tree with three nodes and rapidly increases with both the degree and the level. These bounds give some insight into the potential of node rotation, but the realizable improvement will be diminished as the cost of mobility energy consumption increases relative to transmission energy consumption.
SIMULATION RESULTS
In this section, we evaluate the performance of our algorithms through simulations. For comparison purposes, we also evaluate the performance of the baseline algorithm BL. We generated 100 networks each consisting of 100 nodes placed uniformly at random in a 150 by 150 m area with the sink node chosen uniformly at random. We set the maximum communication distance to 35 m, which was shown in [38] to lead to a high packet reception ratio for TelosB motes in outdoor environments; our algorithms work with a general communication model in which the communication ranges of nodes can be different. For each network, we constructed the routing tree from the sources to the sink using greedy geographic routing in which each node forwards its data to the neighbor that is closest to the sink. We set the t ij and the k ij values based on the energy models in [34] , [38] because they are based on realistic platforms; we note that any other network topology and energy model for communication or mobility could could be used without any algorithmic change. We set each node's e i to the same value typically ranging from half full to full. We refer to our distributed algorithms by adding the suffix -d to the centralized algorithm's name.
We assess the performance of algorithms using several criteria. The main criteria is lifetime improvement ratio. We also assess the number of rounds required and the number of nodes that move per round.
Threshold Selection
For all of our distributed algorithms, we want a value for the local improvement factor f that is not too low to allow unnecessary movement and not too high to deny beneficial swaps. Our simulations show that setting f between 1 and 1.5 for Swap-Rate and between 1 and 2 for Swap-Level satisfies these requirements. In the rest of our simulations, we set f to 1.25 as it results in slightly better performance. Similarly, we analyze the effect of the energy reduction factor r on the improvement ratio. We observe that for values of r between 10 and 50 percent, the improvement ratios attained are comparable and for values of r greater than 50 percent, the performance decreases sharply. We set r to 33 percent as it provides a balance between switching too often and too infrequently and results in the highest lifetime improvement. Choosing a larger value of r leads to too much energy drain with 2=3 of the energy remaining. Likewise, the number of swaps initiated by any node will be no more than log 3=2 e max =e low where e max is the largest initial energy for any node. We compute the critical consumption rate threshold cr as the weighted average of the highest and the lowest consumption rates in the network: l cr ¼ v hi þ ð1 À vÞ lo . Again, our simulations show that our results are not very sensitive to the value of v. Choosing v between 1 and 10 percent ensures that enough nodes are considered critical without generating unnecessary swaps. The highest improvement rate was reached when v ¼ 6%. In the next set of simulations, we describe our choices for parameters r and h.
One Round Max-Lifetime
We first evaluate the performance of RotateOnce for the 1-MaxLife problem in trees. For all 100 inputs, 1:91 R RotateOnce ðIÞ 1:99, and the average value of R RotateOnce ðIÞ ¼ 1:95. We observe that the results are very close to the theoretical upper bound of 2 from Corollary 1. When we varied the starting energy level of the nodes between half full and completely full, the average lifetime improvement ratio of RotateOnce increased to 2.3. We also observe that most of the nodes change their positions; on average 86 nodes relocate to new positions and 14 nodes remain at their original location. This is not too costly since only a single rotation is performed.
Consumption Rate Based Rotations
We now evaluate the performance of algorithms Swap-Rate and Swap-Rate-d.
Round Duration
We first study the effect of varying r on the performance of Swap-Rate and Swap-Rate-d with h ¼ 2 for the m-MaxLife problem using our BL algorithm as a baseline. Fig. 4 shows the average lifetime improvement ratios for all three algorithms as we increase r denoted as a fraction of the static lifetime LðIÞ. We see that both Swap-Rate and Swap-Rate-d outperform BL for all values of r but especially smaller r. For r 7LðIÞ=10, R SwapÀRate ðIÞ ! 2:5 þ R BL ðIÞ. For r 3LðIÞ=5, R SwapÀRateÀd ðIÞ ! 2:5 þ R BL ðIÞ. At r ¼ LðIÞ=5, the difference in lifetime improvement ratio reaches 6.4 and 5.1 for Swap-Rate and Swap-Rate-d respectively. One notable feature of Swap-Rate and SwapRate-d's performance is that the LIR decreases slowly for 3LðIÞ=10 r 7LðIÞ=10; Swap-Rate takes on a maximum value of 10.1 and Swap-Rate-d a maximum value of 8.7. Both are reached for LðIÞ=5 r 3LðIÞ=10. When r is too large, the LIR of both algorithms drops because nodes stay at high consumption positions for too long.
For most of the remaining simulations, we set r ¼ LðIÞ=2. This value is chosen as a tradeoff between maximizing the LIR and minimizing the number of disruptions to the network.
Lifetime Improvement Ratio Increase Per Round
We now assess how much effect each round has on the LIR. Specifically, if we stop node rotations after round n, what will the lifetime be? All three algorithms, BL, Swap-Rate and Swap-Rate-d, result in a LIR that is essentially linear in the number of rounds with each round increasing the lifetime improvement ratio by between 40 and 50 percent. This analysis shows that these algorithms are effective in increasing the LIR but that Swap-Rate and Swap-Rate-d are more effective than BL in minimizing distance moved and maintaining a reserve of energy rich nodes for later rounds. This is why Swap-Rate and Swap-Rate-d outperform BL which moves 93 percent of the nodes in each round.
Effect of Hop Distance Parameter on Swap-Rate-d
We now analyze the effect of the hop distance parameter h on the performance of Swap-Rate-d. We plot the complementary cumulative distribution function (CCDF) of the LIR for Swap-Rate-d with h set to 1, 2, and 4 in Fig. 5 . The CCDF gives us the probability that the lifetime improvement ratio exceeds a given threshold. For comparison, we also plot the CCDF of Swap-Rate and BL. From this data, we see that setting h ¼ 2 is sufficient to achieve excellent performance as the CCDF for h ¼ 2 is almost identical to that of h ¼ 4. In both cases, 95 percent of the topologies have lifetime improvement ratios of at least 465 percent and more than 50 percent of topologies have lifetime improvement ratios over 750 percent. With h ¼ 1, Swap-Rate-d is much less effective; this is due to the number of nodes taking turns transmitting from the high consumption position being too low. We also note that we varied the critical rate parameter between 5 and 15 percent but it did not result in significant differences in the lifetime of the networks. This shows that the performance of the algorithm is not very sensitive to small changes in that parameter.
Swap-Rate versus Swap-Rate-d
We now compare the performances of Swap-Rate and Swap-Rate-d. We observe that when h ! 2, Swap-Rate-d remains close to Swap-Rate despite the availability of only local information in the case of Swap-Rate-d. When h ¼ 2, Swap-Rate-d achieves an average lifetime ratio R SwapÀRateÀd ! 0:9 þ R SwapÀRate , and when h ¼ 4, the difference becomes smaller with R SwapÀRateÀd ! 0:5 þ R SwapÀRate . In general, limiting the candidates set to the descendants of a node is enough to achieve good performance as these nodes have smaller traffic loads while being close to the critical node. So aside from a few distant nodes with really low energy consumption, most relevant nodes are considered for a switch in the distributed setting.
Energy Level Based Rotations
We now assess the performance of algorithms Swap-Level and Swap-Level-d.3
Improvement Ratio
We first consider the lifetime improvement ratio. Fig. 6 shows the complementary cumulative distribution function of the lifetime improvement ratios for Swap-Level and SwapLevel-d with different values of h. We observe that SwapLevel results in a significant increase in the lifetime starting at 496 percent and exceeding 2,000 percent with an average of 1,210 percent. Moreover, more than two thirds of the topologies tested showed an improvement ratio greater than 1,000 percent. In the distributed implementation, the lifetime improvement ratio is still substantially higher than the lifetime improvement ratio for Swap-Rate-d with an average improvement of 998 percent and exceeding 1,850 percent in some cases. These solutions perform particularly well because each node behaves in its best interest. A node reaching a critical energy level does not have to stay at its high consumption position for longer than it needs to (i.e., to finish the round); instead, it finds a swapping candidate and lowers its energy consumption rate as soon as its energy level drops to the predefined target.
Effect of Hop Distance Parameter on Swap-Level-d
We now study the effect of the hop distance parameter on the performance of Swap-Level-d. Similar to Swap-Rate-d, it is enough to set h ¼ 2 to get essentially similar performance as when the full descendants subtree is considered. When h ¼ 1, the set of nodes rotating to fill a high consumption position is small so the lifetime improvement ratio suffers. However, even with h ¼ 1, the average lifetime improvement ratio is still a respectable 591 percent. Similar to our analysis for Swap-Rate-d, limiting the candidate set of swap partners to the descendant nodes does not exclude most of the good candidates. In general, for topologies that are not too sparse, setting h ¼ 2 provides a large enough set of nodes to take turns rotating and filling the high consumption positions.
Interrupted versus Continuous Operation
We now examine the performance of Swap-Level-d under two modes of operation: (i) interrupted transmissions during node relocations and (ii) continuous transmissions at the unaffected nodes. For the continuous mode, we additionally studied the effect of the speed of the node on the performance. We varied the speed between 0.1 and 10 m/s. Fig. 7 shows the CCDF of the average lifetime improvement ratio for both modes, considering a number of different speeds for the continuous operation mode. We first note that the speed of the node does not have a significant effect on the lifetime improvement ratio in the continuous operation mode. For the lowest speed of 0.1 m/s, the average improvement ratio is 950 percent. When the speed increases to 0.5 m/s, the LIR increases to 956 percent, and for any speed of 1 m/s or above, the LIR becomes 958 percent. This is because nodes spend very little time moving even given very slow speeds; most of their time and energy is spent on transmissions. Second, we note that the lifetime improvement ratios are essentially identical for both modes with the interrupted mode outperforming the continuous operation mode by less than 2 percent. This implies that we can design for the interrupted mode but deploy in the continuous transmission mode with little change in expected performance.
Overall Comparison
In this section, we compare all algorithms including SwapLevelMerge and Swap-LevelMerge-d using a number of performance metrics such as the average lifetime improvement ratio, the total number of relocations and interruptions to the network operation, and the number of relocations for individual nodes.
Lifetime Improvement Ratio
We first compare our algorithms with respect to their average lifetime improvement ratio. Fig. 8 shows the LIR of all our node rotation algorithms. For the centralized implementations, we observe that Swap-Level has the highest average improvement ratio, 
Node Movement
We now compare our algorithms based on how much node movement each one requires. Table 2 summarizes the average number of rounds required, the average number of nodes relocating per round, and the total number of relocating nodes for all of our algorithms. As we observed earlier, BL does not perform well because it makes too many unnecessary moves. In each round, it moves almost every node. As a result, it has the shortest lifetime improvement ratio which leads to the smallest number of rounds compared with all of our other algorithms.
For our other more effective algorithms, Swap-Rate and Swap-Rate-d require the fewest number of rounds and hence the fewest interruptions to the network activity. On average, they both need between 12 and 13 rounds, and only 12 to 16 nodes move in each round. This is in contrast to Swap-Level and Swap-Level-d where nodes do not rotate at the same time, so every swapping pair of nodes causes an interruption to the system and can be viewed as one round consisting of a single swap. The centralized implementation Swap-Level requires an average of 200 rounds i.e., 200 interruptions to the network's activity which is much higher than Swap-Rate. The distributed setting Swap-Level-d requires an average of 124.7 relocations which, although lower than Swap-Level, remains significantly higher than Swap-Rate-d. As expected, Swap-LevelMerge and SwapLevelMerge-d, in which nodes synchronize their swaps in groups of 3, reduce the number of rounds from Swap-Level and Swap-Level-d by roughly a factor of 3 to an average of 68 rounds and 48.6 rounds.
We now show that all of our algorithms do not require any one node to move too many times. In particular, we measure the maximum number of relocations required by any node and the average number of relocations made by all nodes. Fig. 9 plots the average value for both of these measures for all of our algorithms. For all of our algorithms, the maximum number of relocations done by a single node is relatively small, varying on average between 4 and 8 during the network lifetime. Furthermore, for our effective algorithms, the average number of relocations per node is much smaller; generally 40-60 percent of the maximum number of relocations. We do observe that nodes move slightly more for each centralized algorithm compared to its distributed counterpart. There are two explanations for this. First, the centralized algorithms have a slightly longer lifetime. Second, the centralized algorithms consider all the positions in the network as target positions for a given node whereas the distributed algorithms only consider nodes that are within a certain number of hops of the given node. We next examine the largest total distance moved by a node during its lifetime. Fig. 10 shows these distances with respect to the average distances moved over all the nodes in the network. The largest total distances moved are on average 804, 271, 362 and 391 m for algorithms BL, Swap-Rate, Swap-Level and Swap-LevelMerge, respectively. These distances correspond to 2 to 3 times the average distance moved by all nodes in the network. We note that for the mobility energy consumption model that we adopt, with the exception of BL, this corresponds to consuming at most 20 to 30 percent of the available battery energy on mobility and 70 to 80 percent on communications, for the nodes that moves the most. On average, nodes consume as little as 6 to 16 percent of their energy on mobility. We also observe that the difference in the total movement for individual nodes is insignificant between the centralized and distributed implementations with nodes in the distributed implementations moving slightly less.
Finally, we note that for all our algorithms, the total moving time for all the nodes is very small with respect to the lifetime of the network. With low speeds, such as 0.5-1 m/s, the movement time corresponds to 15-30 percent of the network's lifetime. When the nodes move with a speed at least 5 m/s, they move for at most 3 percent of the network lifetime. This is assuming that nodes are either operating (receiving/transmitting) or moving. When nodes operate with sleep/wake up cycles, most movement may be scheduled during the sleep time so the network activity is not interrupted. Even with low moving speeds where movement may take up to 30 percent percent of the time, nodes can perform all their movement during the networks sleep time with duty cycles as high as 70 percent.
Comparison with Rotation-Based Topology Control
In this section, we compare our node rotation approach to existing approaches. For a fair comparison, we consider only approaches that do not change the positions where nodes are placed. This rules out existing mobile relay approaches and leaves us with non-mobility approaches that rotate the roles of different nodes by periodically changing the topology of the network but not modifying any node positions. Specifically, we compare our distributed algorithms with two improved variations of the LEACH protocol: (1) Energy Aware LEACH [28] which takes into account the energy available at the nodes when forming the clusters and (2) Multihop LEACH [39] , a variation that uses multihop transmissions between cluster heads. These two protocols are representative of a class of rotation-based topology control schemes where the roles of nodes rotate based on their energy consumption. Despite the lack of mobility, the design of role rotation in these schemes is close to our approach in spirit. The comparison thus demonstrates the key advantages of exploiting mobility in topology control. Both LEACH approaches assume that data is compressed before being transmitted while our algorithms do not. To compare all approaches in a similar setting, we run them all without data compression. We now compare the performance of our algorithms to both LEACH variations. Fig. 11 shows the complementary cumulative distribution function of the lifetime improvement ratio for all five algorithms: Swap-Rate-d, SwapLevel-d, Swap-LevelMerge-d, energy aware LEACH and multihop LEACH. First, we note that all our algorithms outperform both LEACH variations for every topology: SwapLevel-d and Swap-LevelMerge-d attain lifetimes between 2.7 and 6.3 times better than Energy Aware LEACH and between 1.4 and 3.2 times better than multihop LEACH, whereas Swap-Rate-d attains lifetimes between 2.7 and 6.3 times better than Energy Aware LEACH and between 2 and 5.7 times better than multihop LEACH. Additionally, we observe that all our algorithms need many fewer rounds than both LEACH variations. On average, as shown in table 2, Swap-Level-d needs around 125 rounds of rotations, Swap-Rate-d 15 rounds and Swap-LevelMerge-d 48 rounds whereas energy aware LEACH needs 1,880 rounds and multihop LEACH needs 2,100 rounds. We also note that the round duration used for the LEACH approaches was 20 percent of the round duration r used by Swap-Rate-d as using the same r resulted in much lower lifetime improvements ratios for LEACH.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we present a new node rotation paradigm for maximizing the lifetime of mobile WSNs. Our approach exploits the mobility of nodes to mitigate differential power consumption by having nodes take turns in high power consumption positions without modifying the existing topology. Our node rotation approach is very different than other schemes such as data mules in that all nodes expend relatively little energy on movement and move only a few times during the network lifetime. Our simulations show that our node rotation approach can improve average lifetime by more than a factor of eight and that our algorithms outperform existing non-mobility approaches for mitigating differential power consumption to prolong network lifetime. " For more information on this or any other computing topic, please visit our Digital Library at www.computer.org/publications/dlib.
